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1

Project Summary

Cyber-physical networks based on embedded systems are part of our society and gain
spread and importance. Next generations of aircrafts and cars will be tightly interconnected
with each other, with the Internet and other infrastructures. The same holds for many
industries and areas of our life. Ubiquitous, highly critical systems go online and create a
domain of mixed criticalities, where security and safety requirements of different levels mix.
Today, state of the art technology does not provide trustworthiness for such interconnection
and mix.
The project’s cornerstone is MILS (Multiple Independent Levels of Security), a highassurance security architecture that supports the coexistence of untrusted and trusted
components, based on verifiable separation mechanisms and controlled information flow.
Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) is a high-assurance security architecture
based on the concepts of separation and controlled information flow. The cornerstone of the
architecture is a separation mechanism that encapsulates trusted and untrusted applications
in compartments that reduce mutual dependencies to communications over channels
explicitly defined by policies. This key component has to be non-bypassable, evaluatable,
always invoked, and tamperproof (NEAT).
For the first time in Europe, EURO-MILS embarked on a complete “Common Criteria”
security evaluation of a MILS system to its highest levels of assurance, including formal
verification engineering. Hardware dependencies are addressed from the beginning by
prototype development on two hardware platforms in automotive and avionics. EURO-MILS
was strongly market oriented, is carried out in pan-European context, and had an advisory
board with government IT security authorities (BSI-Germany and ANSSI-France). In addition,
the methodology gained from this high-assurance certification and investigating MILS
business, legal, and social acceptance benefit not only the MILS domain but all highassurance security certifications in Europe.

1.1 Review of Major Project Outcomes
The following five outcomes have been targeted in the project’s description of work ([DoW]
text in italics) and achieved in the following way.
Outcome 1. Trustworthy foundations by the MILS approach, architecture, and applications
Provide Trustworthy ICT for high critical automotive and avionics domains through using the
MILS approach. The base of such ICT is MILS architectures for compositional security and
compositional assurance. This outcome has been achieved by the implementation-validated
“MILS Architecture” [D21.1], which is the most downloaded document from the EURO-MILS
website (see [D41.3], Section 1.2.3.2), Google hit #4 for “MILS Architecture”. The application
of the MILS architecture template by automotive and avionics application is described in
[D21.2].
Outcome 2. MILS platform and its usage
Provide trustworthiness by design, by development and usage of a MILS platform based on
virtualisation technique. The virtualisation platform will provide a framework to develop a
secure and safe product as well as to integrate domain specific functionality and
components, e.g. functionality in heterogeneous networks, IMA compatibility for avionics,
heterogeneous virtualisation (CPU, network controllers, other I/O devices such as storage or
GPUs) for automotive, building running demonstrators and assessing them from security
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view. This outcome has been achieved by virtualisation of I/O by an IOMMU (PAMU in
avionics and Jacinto Firewall in automotive), virtualisation of 2D/3D graphic unit on Jacinto,
virtualisation of DPAA (Network), BSPs for P4080 (avionics), Jacinto (automotive), security
audit, and failsafe file system SATA/CFS on P4080.
Outcome 3. High Assurance
Provide trustworthiness by assurance through rigorous certification along highest levels of
“Common Criteria for IT Evaluations” (CC) standard, i.e. provide trustworthiness guarantees.
Develop a pragmatic approach to the use of formal methods in the scope of a certification as
the ultimate means to gain end-user trust. Develop an innovative approach for compositional
security assurance. Provide harmonized approach for high-assurance vulnerability analysis.
This output has been achieved by doing CC evaluation of CC ASE, part of ALC, ADV, ATE,
AVA [D32.1], developing a pragmatic approach for formal methods usage [AN, CCDEV,
D31.1, D31.2, D31.3]. [D33.1] describes an innovative approach for (apriori) compositional
assurance and a harmonized approach for high-assurance vulnerability analysis
Outcome 4. European MILS virtualisation platform
Offer European market participants the opportunity to use a certified virtualisation made in
Europe – as virtualisation is often used for containment of otherwise insecure or mixcriticality systems (e.g. think of systems deployed in heterogeneous networks), having a
locally developed virtualisation solution is also of European strategic interest (it is best
illustrated by the Stuxnet attacks, e.g. in Iran). This output has been achieved by that
SYSGO developed a Security Certification Kit for Common Criteria.
Outcome 5: True cross European certification
Establish a precedent for a cross-European usage of the CC for high EALs in the domain of
separation kernels. Recent developments, e.g. Cooperation between French and German
authorities (BSI and ANSSI, http://www.ssi.gouv.fr/site_article175.html) have opened the
door for a European approach. EURO-MILS aims at building a generic process that will be
generally acceptable for national certification authorities in Europe. This output has been
achieved by joint work on ANSSI/BSI compliance for formal methods [AN], the addendum to
CEM for high assurance [D33.1], a white paper on non-interfering composed evaluation
[FSW+16], interaction with the advisory board. In European context, during 86
teleconferences we worked out formal models [D31.1, D31.2, D31.3, VSH+16, VTH+14] and
their certification [AN, CCDEV], and build the MILS community (see Section 1.2) with
participation of European and US domain stakeholders.

1.2 MILS Community
The MILS Community is a global international, open membership, not-for-profit technology
consortium with potential to become the leading competence network on MILS architecture
and technologies. This MILS community is an interest group for architecture-based security,
which aims to exchange ideas about meaningful work that could be done (in industrial or
research context).
The first International Workshop on “MILS: Architecture and Assurance for Secure Systems”,
in January 2015 in Amsterdam, was co-located with the HiPEAC Conference and focused
mainly on the MILS architectural approach for security and safety, MILS components and
eco-system as well as the certification or the possible MILS use-cases. Furthermore, realtime separation kernels and cross-European and world-wide high-assurance security were
among the discussed topics.
The second workshop on MILS took place on 20th January 2016 in Prague as well as the
MILS community meeting on 21 January 2016 for which, additionally, it was offered the
possibility to join the sessions via teleconference. Hot topics were Common Criteria
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certification, hardware (testing versus compliance), how to agree on common definitions in
the form of a glossary, a possible catalogue of known (published) MILS systems, and how to
complement other standardisation efforts.
For more information about the MILS Community, please follow http://milscommunity.euromils.eu/ and we kindly invite you to subscribe to the MILS Community
mailing list via the web form http://lists.euromils.eu/mailman/listinfo/mils.

1.3 Innovations
The following innovations have been achieved. They are described in more detail in Section
2.
 Executable implementations:
–

MILS Core Component: Secure I/O on PowerPC and ARM

–

Secure Network: PowerPC DPAA

–

Automotive and Avionics exploitation

–

•

Security policy for information flow

•

Network manager component

•

Device management techniques

Analysis tool Ramooflax

 Common Criteria Artefacts and Methodology
–

Apriori compositional evaluation methodology

–

Pave the way for the innovation for a separation kernel certification
•

Common Criteria Certification Kit for a Separation Kernel incl. CC
Compliance approach

•

TSFI definition for separation kernels

•

Hardware/Software interface in Security Target (SFRs) and in formal
model

 Formal Methods
–

Formal model modelling preemptible code

–

Formal model for multicore (MCISK)

–

CC developer statement approach for FM

–

Used formal methods and guideline

 Business analysis on MILS and security

1.4 Barriers
One identified barrier for high-assurance certification were US certification authorities, as
they have been pushing for low mutual (= EAL2) recognition except for where cPPs have
been made. Moreover, NSA/NIAP support for secure small OS has been lacklustre e.g.
SKPP was recalled in 2010 after two years of operation [NIAP10]. Moreover, NSA/NIAP
support for OSPP cPP has been disappointing too [Don14].
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The next barrier was hardware/software integration, there is no common understanding how
to certify a system consisting of COTS HW and SW components, e.g. in some schemes a
separation kernel can be certified with assumptions on hardware but without including
hardware in other schemes there are understandings that system software and HW should
be evaluated jointly. However, on the market, it is no problem to buy a CC-certified
smartcard, but one cannot buy any CC-certified CPU. This problem might be addressed by
compliance for hardware. [TB14]. One of the possible directions is to involve hardware
vendors and with their support develop an approach to cover hardware in a protection profile
for a separation kernel.
Another barrier concerns clashes of safety and security certification: On one side, adding
security must not invalidate safety properties and certifications; and on the other side adding
safety must not invalidate security properties and certifications. Safety is mainly regulated by
non-governmental private schemes, whereas security certification with national authority may
appear as/result in a bottleneck reducing flexibility. Some stakeholders state that for some
product classes this could result in higher assurance due to assessing classified information.
In safety, industry is active in IEC 62443-based solutions (e.g. recent norms for railway
signaling are based on this) and private schemes for these IEC safety norms are being
established. Thus, a research on combining Common Criteria knowledge and industrial
driven safety certification is needed and would strengthen the assurance for the overall ICT
security.

1.5 Certification Aspects for Policy Makers

Figure 1: World-wide CC certifications, based on [CCP]
As shown in Figure 1, Europe is strong in CC certification (65% of the certifications published
in [CCP] are in the EU). Moreover high-assurance is done mainly in Europe, for instance all
39 listed EAL6 products are from the EU and 4 of the 5 listed EAL7 products are from EU.
However, these high-level products are mostly smart cards and there is none targeting
assurance on COTS HW, e.g. CPU, SoC, or other hardware IPs. In the area of highassurance OS there is Only US Green Hills Integrity with disputed EAL6 which, tellingly, is
not even counted in the official CC statistics page, according to the revoked US Separation
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Kernel Protection Profile (SKPP) and the only operating system at EAL5+ is IBM PR/SM
zSeries 800/900, which is relevant for banking, but not used in embedded systems, e.g.
there are no communication channels between VMs at all and we could not have built the
demonstrators on PR/SM with zOS. IBM PS/SM is not portable and not “COTS” since
specific IBM HW is needed. In summary, today end-product certifications prevail, this
approach is hardly scalable for complex cyber-physical systems and IoT applications.
However, the current CC does not converge in recognition, e.g. new CCRA with lowered
mutual recognition level, SOGIS members positions with respect to the new CCRA. Our
experience shows that European efforts for common high-assurance are still needed. For
cyberphysical systems there is IEC 62443, but the link between CC and cyberphysical
systems is weak. IEC 62443 with CC would bridge cyber-physical systems and IT security,
e.g. railway, smart grids. The balance between industrial driven certification (e.g. as in
safety) and governmental-driven certification needs to be researched.
For the specific point of security-by-design (such as) MILS, safety standards such DO-178
[DO-178C, Section 2.1] recommend design methods such as “system requirements allocated
to software may include [...] safety strategies, design constraints and design methods, such
as, partitioning, dissimilarity, redundancy or safety monitoring”. The networking information
security directive 2013/0027 (COD) has a clause that operators of essential services “provide
information needed to assess the security of their networks and information systems,
including documented security policies.” We suggest that, for a policy for cyberphysical
systems, IoT, or similar directive is designed, to require producers of critical products to
develop security strategies and apply design methods such as attack surface reduction,
partitioning, formal modelling, redundancy and/or security monitoring.
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2

Busy Person Guide to Reading Project Results

We suggest the following order of reading and skimming the delivered documents to reduce
efforts.


For MILS component developers and users (system integrators) Section 2.1 is of
special interest.



For formal modellers, Section 2.2 and 2.3.2 are of special interest



For CC evaluators or MILS component developers wishing to obtain CC certification,
Section 2.3 is of special interest.



For a business context, start with Section 2.4.



For complete novices, start with Section 2.1.1, and then proceed according to your
interests.

2.1 MILS Architecture
2.1.1

Concepts and Definitions

MILS Architecture [D21.1]: This document formulates the project partners’ common
understanding of terms related to “architecture” in general and to MILS architecture. We
introduce a generic description of MILS systems (Chapter 2), and the MILS architecture
template (Chapter 3). Chapter 4 discusses the MILS main components.

2.1.2

Instantiations and Requirements

From a system perspective, in EURO-MILS, the MILS architecture template of D21.1 has
been instantiated by the automotive, using ARM-based hardware (TI Jacinto), and avionics
prototypes, using an NXP/Freescale-based board (P4080). The architectures of these
instantiations and how they relate to the MILS architecture template have been described in
[D21.2, FSW+16] in a unified treatment. That unified treatment is accompanied by a more
detailed report on the avionics [D23.1] and automotive prototype [D23.2] themselves. The
initial formulation of the requirements the instantiations have to fulfil is in [D11.1]. [D22.1] is
the document that describes how the PikeOS separation kernel serves as instantiation of the
generic separation kernel described in [D21.1].

2.1.3

Components and Testing

[D22.1] discusses components that were used for the platforms. [D22.2] focuses specifically
on the IOMMU that was designed on each of the prototypes and how the design can be used
for multiple architectures. [D23.3] describes the testbeds used for testing the prototypes as
well as penetration testing performed on the separation kernel with the help of the
introspection tool ramooflax, and [D23.4] discusses the testing results.

2.2 Formal Methods
This section builds on Section 2.1.1.
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2.2.1

Separation Kernel

We have used the tool Isabelle/HOL version 2013-2 for security policy modelling of the
separation kernel. A specific security policy model of the separation kernel used in EUROMILS has been defined in [D31.3]. The specific model is accompanied by the CISK singlecore [VTH+14] and MCISK multi-core models [VSH+16] applicable to a generic separation
kernel with interrupts. Further documentation can be found in [VHS+15, VST+14].

2.2.2

MILS systems

If one is a system integrator, one is not only interested in the correctness of the underlying of
a separation kernel, but also of the system built atop of it. [D21.4, KS16] develop the formal
models for entire MILS systems based on a separation kernel and how to apply them to the
automotive and avionics demonstrators.

2.2.3

Formal Testing

[D31.4] explains how the HOL-TestGen framework has been used for automatic generation
of symbolic testing for IPC as provided by the separation kernel.

2.3 Common Criteria
2.3.1

Protection Profile and Security Target

This section builds on Section 2.1.1.
The specification of requirements to be evaluated in a CC security evaluation is specified in a
Security Target. A CC security target for the EURO-MILS separation kernel has been
provided by [D12.2], with the contents as required by the CC, such as Security Problem
Definition for PikeOS, SFRs, argument why security objectives are fulfilled by SFRs, TOE
Summary Specification with Architectural Design Summary (ASE_TSS.2). Moreover, the
experience of building a security target has been used to create a Protection Profile draft for
the whole product class of separation kernels [D12.3].

2.3.2

Use of Formal Methods for CC certification

This section builds on Sections 2.1.1 and 2.3.1
During the project, it became obvious that the formal methods must be carefully linked to the
CC requirements. The CC Developer Statement [CCDEV] is a statement by the EURO-MILS
formal methods developers how the formal security policy model is to be used for claiming a
formal model of security policies and SFRs, including “properties” and “features” in ANSSI
Note 12 and BSI AIS 34 terms. Chapter 2 (ARG_TOOL in terms of ANSSI Note 12)
describes our usage of the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover, Chapter 3 (ARG_SPM) describes
our formal model of Separation and clearly states which policies it models, Chapter 4
(ARG_CDS) treats the correspondence between our formal model and the modelled policies
and associated SFRs in the security target. Chapter 5 (ARG_PROOF) shows model
consistency. Chapter 6 (ARG_FSP) makes the correspondence between our functional
specification and our formal security policy model. [CCDEV] is accompanied by [AN], which
contains statements on evaluability of SPM artefacts based on ANSSI Note 12 and BSI AIS
34. These statements have been developed by the formal modelling team of the EURO-MILS
project with feedbacks from the ITSEFs Thales, T-Systems, and DFKI.
The previously mentioned ARG_TOOL is further detailed in [D31.2], to be useful to anyone
who uses Isabelle/HOL for certification: Chapter 1 describes how Isabelle/HOL works and
how to use it in a certification process in a sound way. Chapter 2 (style guide) describes how
Guide to EURO-MILS results
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to write Isabelle theories so that they are suitable for collaborative work and human readers
in a certification context. Chapter 3 (compliance statement) states in the EURO-MILS project,
the developed theories are compliant with Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.

2.3.3

Other CC Evaluation Aspects

[D32.1] is a complete evaluation technical report of the CC evaluation of the PikeOS
separation kernel.

2.3.4

High-EAL Assurance

This section builds on Section 2.3.2
As build-up step, EURO-MILS collected the state of the art of high-assurance evaluation in
[D12.1]. The next step was to do practical CC evaluations, centring on the separation kernel,
but also taking into account compositional aspects for the prototypes [FSW+16]. The output
of this activity [D33.1] was an addendum to the Common Methodology for Information
Technology Security Evaluation (CEM). This document interprets the current version of the
CEM for MILS. First, it provides evaluation methodology and guidance metrics to calculate
attack potential required by an attacker to perform an attack on MILS products and interprets
the Common Criteria for high-EAL levels.

2.3.5

Compositional Certification

[D21.3, FSW+, D33.1] describe Common Criteria composition of software platforms. [D21.3]
starts out with a comparison of two existing CC evaluation approaches, which evaluate the
underlying platform for each evaluation. As new innovation, [FSW+, D33.1] then proceed to
describe an-priori approach, where separation properties of a platform are established once
and for all, so that all systems built on that platform avoid recertification of the underlying
platform. Note: the reader interested in compositional certification also might be interested in
compositional formal models, a topic that was discussed in Section 2.2.2.

2.4 Business, Legal, and Social Acceptance
Business/legal/social values have been discussed in [D13.1, D13.2]. [D13.2] consists of the
following parts:


Part I defines the project terminology. As often in information and telecommunications
technologies, generic concepts as trustworthiness, security, and safety have different
meanings for markets, providers and consumers. The meaning of the terms varies
considerably from one context to another. So, it is an important starting point to define
the common vocabulary when discussing with experts in different technical domains
or even with simple end-user consumers.



Part II presents the results of the business impact analysis of MILS cross-sectorally
beyond the avionics and automotive sectors. MILS is a platform that allows the
horizontal integration, which is more open than vertically stacked products. In every
industry sector, a trend to such horizontal platforms has been observed. We
investigated the business value of a trustworthy ICT from a horizontal platform
perspective and identified market requirements of MILS systems.



Part III presents the results of the social impact analysis with a strong focus on
consumers. Using a survey, we questioned consumers on their security awareness
and practices. We wanted to understand the main security expectations when buying
and using a connected device such as a smartphone. We also listened to what
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consumers where saying on the connected device and security theme using a Big
Data analysis.


Part IV presents the results of the legal impact analysis of a certified platform with a
specific focus on the new paradigm of the Internet of Things and its legal implications
and issues.



Part V concludes the work.
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Abbreviations
ANSSI

Agence Nationale de la Sécurité des Systèmes d’Information

BSI

Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

CC

Common Criteria for Information Technology Security

CEM

Common Methodology for Information Technology Security Evaluation

COTS

Custom off-the-Shelf

CPU

Central Processing Unit

EAL

Evaluation Assurance Level

HOL

Higher-Order Logic

IOMMU

Input/Output Memory Management Unit

MILS

Multiple Independent Levels of Security

NIAP

National Information Assurance Partnership

SoC

System on a Chip

TOE

Target of Evaluation

TSFI

Target of Evaluation Security Functionality Interface

CO

Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including the Commission
Services)

PP

Restricted to other programme participants (including the Commission
Services)

RE

Restricted to a group specified by the consortium (including the Commission
Services)
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